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Abstract: Tropical Cyclone Shaheen (TCS), originating in the Arabian Sea on 30 September 2021,
followed an east-to-west trajectory and made landfall as a category-1 cyclone in northern Oman on
3 October 2021, causing severe floods and damages before dissipating in the United Arab Emirates.
This study aims to analyze the synoptic and dynamical conditions influencing Shaheen’s genesis and
evolution. Utilizing ERA5 reanalysis data, SEVIRI-EUMETSAT imagery, and Sorbonne University
Atmospheric Forecasting System (SUAFS) outputs, it was found that Shaheen manifested as a warm-
core cyclone with moderate vertical wind shear within the eyewall. Distinctive features included
a trajectory aligned with rising sea surface temperatures and increased specific humidity levels at
700 hPa in the Arabian Sea. As Shaheen approached the Gulf of Oman, a significant increase in
rainfall rates occurred, correlated with variations in sea surface temperatures and vertical wind shear.
Comparative analysis between SUAFS and ERA5 data revealed a slight northward shift in the SUAFS
track and landfall. Advance warnings highlighted heavy rainfall, rough seas, and strong winds. This
study provides valuable insights into the meteorological factors contributing to Shaheen’s formation
and impact.

Keywords: cyclone Shaheen; tropical cyclones; high winds; floods; WRF; extreme weather events;
heavy precipitation; coastal vulnerability; Oman; United Arab Emirates; the Gulf

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TC) are classified as high-impact weather events because they
have significant social and economic impacts. They are known to affect food and water
supply, damage infrastructure, and put public health at risk. Given these significant
impacts, many efforts have been devoted to observe and comprehend their synoptic and
dynamical characteristics. Each year, more than 80 tropical cyclones form in the vicinity of
the equatorial regions across the oceans [1].

The North Indian Ocean (NIO), including the Arabian Gulf and the Bay of Ben-
gal, contributes almost 4% to the total number of global TCs, thus is not among the
more active tropical cyclone basins [2]. In a calendar year, NIO cyclones usually appear
from April to December having a bimodal peak of their frequency during May–June and
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November–December. Monsoon activity prohibits the formation of TCs over the NIO
due to the strong vertical wind shear (VWS) [3]. Although cyclogenesis is still possible
during this period, it is usually associated with a weak circulation establishment [4]. The
pre-monsoon and post-monsoon months generally offer a more favorable environment,
with increased sea surface temperatures (SSTs), low VWS and positive potential vorticity [5].
In a typical year, only five or six weather systems reach at least the tropical storm stage,
characterized by wind speeds of 18 m s−1 or higher [6]. TCs with winds exceeding 51 m s−1

are even less frequent.
Hoarau et al., 2010 recorded the characteristics of powerful TCs with sustained winds

exceeding 51 m s−1 (categories 3, 4, and 5 on the Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind scale) in
the NIO during the period 1980–2008 [7]. Their findings revealed that the extreme intensity
of these cyclones did not vary significantly by decade. For instance, TC Gay (from the
western North Pacific) in November 1989 reached 72 m s−1, while 05B in October 1999
sustained winds of 79 m s−1, and cyclone Gonu in June 2007 reached 74 m s−1. Nonetheless,
they admitted that the NIO has the potential, given proper SST conditions, to generate
cyclones up to around 82–87 m s−1. In their final assessment, they concluded that the
occurrence of small, but highly intense cyclones in regions around the Arabian Sea, such as
Oman, Somalia, and Yemen, is not impossible, even in the presence of dry air intrusions.

During early June 2007, TC Gonu entered the Gulf of Oman, resulting in the formation
of substantial waves along the coastlines of both Iran and Oman. This cyclone followed an
uncommon path, extending much further to the west and north than the typical cyclones
in the NIO. Gonu, classified as a Category 5 cyclone, is recognized as one of the most
formidable TCs recorded, marked by its minimum pressure of 920 hPa. Gonu had a
severe impact, resulting in the loss of over one hundred lives and causing damage of
about $4 billion [8]. While Shaheen had less potential compared to Gonu, it remained a
noteworthy cyclonic system which deserves an in-depth study.

The formation of Shaheen in the Arabian Sea on 30 September 2021, marked a rare me-
teorological event [9]. This uniqueness was characterized by several distinctive attributes,
including its remarkable persistence over the Indian mainland [10] and its emergence dur-
ing an active southwest monsoon period in the month of September [11]. Furthermore, it
was the first severe cyclonic storm to hit the northern coast of Oman in almost 150 years [9],
a fact that underlines the exceptional nature of this event. Similarly to Gonu, it charted
an unusual path, from east to west, at the northernmost regions of the Arabian Sea, very
close to the Iranian coastline. Eventually, this cyclone entered the Gulf of Oman and made
its landfall on the shoreline of Al Khaburah in northern Oman, classified as a category 1
intensity cyclone on 3 October 2021 [12]. Coastal towns such as Al Suwayq and Saham
were severely affected by a combination of storm surges and flash flooding. The capital city
of Muscat also faced significant flooding and storm waves reaching heights of 8 to 12 m
along its coastal areas [9].

Shaheen is also linked with the enhanced formation of TCs during the post-monsoon
season (October–November) when the La Niña phase of the El Niño Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) events occur. This is attributed to the presence of low-level cyclonic vorticity,
increased convection, and elevated TC heat potential in the Bay of Bengal, creating favorable
conditions for TC formation and intensification during La Niña [13]. The influence of
ENSO teleconnections extends well beyond the tropical Pacific, leading to changes in the
atmospheric circulation patterns that can have a global impact on TCs [14]. This occurs
because ENSO can redistribute upper ocean heat content in the tropical Pacific, resulting in
anomalies in the SSTs and upper ocean structures. It also affects the positioning of tropical
convection and the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), giving rise to anomalous Walker
and Hadley circulations [14].

The primary objective of this work is to examine the synoptic conditions contributing
to the genesis of TCS in the Arabian Gulf. Additionally, the dynamic structure of the
cyclonic system is analyzed through the implementation of the SUAFS model housed at
Sorbonne University Abu Dhabi (SUAD), United Arab Emirates. Furthermore, the impacts
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during its landfall have been assessed through field observations conducted in the Al
Khaburah and Saham areas along the Omani coast.

This study provides a detailed description of the approach adopted to meet the main
objective, focusing on the selected area of interest, the utilized data sources, and the
configuration of the model is presented (Section 2). It, then, presents the analysis using
illustrative figures offering an in-depth overview of the synoptic conditions characterizing
TCS, derived from ERA5 data (Section 3). It, then, provides interpretation and discussion
of the indicative results obtained from the SUAFS modeling system (Section 4). Finally, it
presents the impacts on the Omani coastal zone and conclusions (Sections 5 and 6).

2. Materials and Methods

The area of interest mainly includes the aquatic source of energy for Shaheen which is
the northern part of the Arabian Sea and the Gulf of Oman. Shaheen developed in this area
and finally made its landfall in the coastline of Oman on 3 October 2021. Thus, a separate
section of this study is devoted to its impacts on the Omani coastal zone.

To obtain the dynamic and synoptic characteristics of Shaheen, Copernicus ERA5
data [15] and satellite retrievals from EUMETSAT [16] were utilized.

ERA5 data available by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) and distributed by the Climate Change Service (C3S) of Copernicus, is the fifth
generation of their atmospheric reanalysis project. It offers a comprehensive global climate
dataset spanning from January 1940 up to the present. ERA5 provides hourly assessments of
numerous climate variables across the atmosphere, land, and oceans. The data are available
on a 30-km grid (0.25◦ × 0.25◦) and encompass the Earth’s entire surface. It provides
detailed information from the surface to an altitude of 80 km, employing 37 vertical levels.

EUMETSAT functions as the operational satellite agency in Europe, tasked with the
ongoing monitoring of weather, climate, and environmental conditions. Their system
of meteorological satellites observes the Earth’s atmosphere, oceans, and land surfaces,
generating valuable data for scientific applications. This study relies on imagery captured
by the SEVIRI satellite. SEVIRI is equipped with a 50 cm-diameter aperture and employs a
line-by-line scanning radiometer technology. It delivers image data in four Visible and Near-
Infrared (VNIR) channels, as well as eight Infrared (IR) channels [17]. This sophisticated
imaging instrument continuously captures Earth’s features using twelve distinct spectral
channels, with a baseline repeat cycle of 15 min. The imaging spatial resolution ranges
from 3 km, down to 1 km for the High-Resolution Visible (HRV) channel [17].

SUAFS was used to simulate the main features of Shaheen and to resolve its dynamical
structure. SUAFS utilizes the Advanced Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW)
model [18] and is a non-hydrostatic modelling system which operates on a horizontal
resolution of 9 km × 9 km covering the Arabian Peninsula and adjacent areas (Figure 1).

It employs terrain-following hydrostatic pressure vertical coordinates with a total of
37 vertical levels. The integration time step is 24 s, and the initial and boundary conditions
are obtained from the Global Forecast System (GFS) with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦.
This resolution performs well in the study of tropical cyclones over the Indian Ocean [19].
Further details regarding the model’s configuration and parameterizations used are shown
in Table 1.

The performance of WRF, which is the core model of SUAFS, has been tested in
various studies which focused on ocean basins such as the Bay of Bengal [20,21]. SUAFS
has been running operationally since July 2018 at Sorbonne University HPC infrastructure.
In its recent form it also incorporates the desert dust cycle (emission-advection-deposition)
through the embedded GOCART module [22]. Special attention has been given in the
combination of the surface and the boundary layer schemes i.e., Monin Obukhov and YSU,
which are considered as an optimal choice for the simulation of TCs [23–30].
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Figure 1. The computational domain of SUAFS. The topography (m) of the area is also illustrated.

Table 1. The SUAFS model configuration.

Parameter Configuration

Dynamics Non-hydrostatic

Model Domain 5◦ N–42◦ N, 30◦ E–67◦ E

Horizontal Grid Distance 9 km × 9 km

Horizontal Grid System Arakawa C

Integration Time Step 24 s

Vertical coordinates Terrain—following hydrostatic pressure vertical
coordinate with 37 vertical levels

Time integration schemes 3rd order Runge—Kutta Scheme

Spatial differencing scheme 6th order center differencing

Microphysics WSM 3—class scheme

Radiation schemes RRTM for long wave/Dudhia for shortwave

Surface layer parameterization Monin-Obukhov Scheme

Planetary boundary layer physics Yonsei University (YSU) Scheme

Land Surface Model Unified Noah

Cumulus Scheme Kain—Fritsch
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3. Description of the Synoptic Conditions

The cyclone Shaheen was formed due to the remnants left behind by the previous
cyclone Gulab [10]. The latter initiated its track from the Bay of Bengal on 24 September
2021 and during its landfall it crossed almost the entire Indian peninsula from east to west
(Figure 2) to set a favorable environment for Shaheen to grow northwest of India a few
days later.
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Figure 2. Tracks of cyclones and depressions in the North Indian Ocean for the year 2021. (Source:
Cyclone e-atlas RSMC India Meteorological Department).

Although impressive, it is not unprecedented for a tropical disturbance to endure such
a prolonged period over land and this is a phenomenon called ‘brown ocean effect’ [31].
According to this phenomenon the wet and warm land surface supplies the cyclone with
the required heat energy, mimicking to an extent the warm ocean surface, to maintain its
features [31].

The core of TCS started its development on 30 September 2021. Satellite images reveal
the development of this tropical system in the time period between 30 September 2021 and
3 October 2021 (Figure 3). The system moved westwards into the northwestern Arabian Sea,
where (a) the increased SST above 300 K and subsurface ocean temperatures and (b) the
humidity feedback made it feasible.

On 30 September 2021, the system was not fully organized and thick cloudiness was
extended in a wide area (Figure 3a). Shaheen then followed a N-NW track along the Iranian
coastline and through the Arabian Sea before its landfall over Northern Oman (Figure 3b–d).
All along this track the SST values were increased (Figure 4a,b).
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12:00 UTC, (b) on 01/10/2021 at 00:00 UTC, (c) on 02/10/2021 at 00:00 UTC, (d) on 03/10/2021 at
00:00 UTC (Source: EUMETSAT Images, High Rate SEVIRI IR10.8µm).

The importance of a high SST on the genesis and strength of TCs has been an object
of study for the scientific community for many years. Theoretically, it is widely accepted
that SSTs exceeding 299 K (26 ◦C) are a key factor in the formation of a tropical cyclone.
Nonetheless, the precise influence of SSTs on cyclone intensity across various ocean basins
and seasons (such as the post-monsoon or pre-monsoon period in the NIO) remains
uncertain [32]. In the Atlantic Ocean, there is a clear correlation between more intense TCs
and higher SSTs but this relationship is not as evident in other oceans [33,34]. Reference [35]
introduced the theory of maximum potential intensity (MPI), which views TCs as heat
engines [36]. The MPI of TCs is influenced by several factors, including SST, outflow
temperature, and other relevant parameters. Notably, the outflow temperature over tropical
and subtropical oceans is largely governed by SST [34,37,38]. Consequently, SST plays a
predominant role in determining the MPI of TCs, and it also significantly impacts the rate
of TC intensification and development [36].

It is important to note that a substantial expansion in the rainfall area of a TC is not
anticipated unless the TC tracking shifts towards regions with higher SSTs or unless there
are alterations in the spatial distribution of SST patterns in the tropical regions [39]. In
Figure 4a,b the SST on two different days is shown along with the contour lines of mean
sea level pressure. On 30 September 2021 the cyclone formed northeast in the Arabian Sea
in a region where the SST was about 303 K (30 ◦C) and moved to the west alongside the
coastlines of Pakistan and Iran which are regions with increased SSTs as well.
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ERA5 data).

The temperature gradients in the passage of the cyclone on both days are linked with
increased precipitation. This is more profound on 3 October 2021 00:00 UTC where the
gradients are greater hence the total precipitation per hour has maximum values (Figure 4c).

Maximum values of precipitation are in the northwest region of the cyclone and seem
to be linked with the lower negative values of VWS as it is discussed further below. VWS is
an important factor for the formation of a cyclone and it should be weak for the system
to be successfully developed. As a rule of thumb, increased wind shear tends to tilt the
vortex of the cyclonic system, reducing the efficiency of the interaction between surface
convergence and the release of latent heat [40]. Still, there are documented instances where
tropical cyclones persist and even strengthen in environments characterized by strong
VWS [41]. The values of VWS on 30 September 2021 are moderate as presented in Figure 5.
Values of VWS are moderate when a deep depression turns into a cyclonic system [11].
According to the literature, there is an existing threshold of −12.5 m s−1, estimated by [42],
above which tropical cyclones (in the western north Pacific) cannot be formed [43]. The
minimum value of VWS in the periphery of the cyclone is −16.23 m s−1, indicating that in
the NIO, TCs can be formed with greater VWS between the 200–850 hPa isobaric layers.
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TCs are deep warm core systems and during their formation and maintenance other
processes, namely the SST and the supplement of humidity in the lower troposphere, may
overcome the elevated VWS in the periphery of the cyclone.

TCS’ warm core characteristics are revealed from the phase space Hart diagram [44]
(Figure 6). VTU is the thermal wind calculated for the middle-upper troposphere between
600 and 300 hPa. VTL is the thermal wind calculated for the lower troposphere between
900 and 600 hPa. Equation (1) was used for the calculation of the thermal wind.

VT =
∂Φ

∂lnp
(1)

where Φ = Φmax − Φmin is the geopotential height. Φmax was calculated in a radius of
1.5◦ and Φmin at the center of the cyclone. The first quadrant of Figure 6 (upper right) is for
deep warm core tropical cyclones, the second (upper left) is for lower cold core and upper
warm core tropical cyclones, the third (bottom left) is for deep cold core cyclones and the
fourth (bottom right) is for lower warm core upper cold core cyclones.

The cyclonic system formed on 30 September 2021 as an upper warm core system
which gradually gained its deep warm core structure on 1 October 2021 after 00:00 UTC. As
the system continued its growth, the values on the X axis increased with maximum value
attained on 2 October 2021 12:00 UTC and finally the warm core structure weakened to its
minimum value on 3 October 12:00 UTC.

The temperature distribution at the lower troposphere in the region of Shaheen, on
30 September 2021 when the system emerged, did not display a clear pattern of highest
temperatures in the center of the cyclone (Figure 7a), a fact that contributes to the results of
Figure 6 (upper warm core cyclone, lower cold core).
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The observed temperature increments in the eyewall of the Shaheen cyclone are
caused by latent heat released from the condensation of water vapor around the core,
which fastens the cyclonic development and is important for the developing warm core
structure. When the TC is fully developed, the eye of the warm core system has greater
temperature values (Figure 7b). The preservation of the warm core structure is facilitated
through the converging air ascending within the eyewall in a moist adiabatic process
towards the tropopause, simultaneously accompanied by descending motions in a dry
adiabatic process back to the surface, as illustrated in Figure 7c [34].

For the maintenance of the system, humidity feedback is important. The distribution
of specific humidity in the surroundings of TCS is shown in Figure 8a (specific humidity at
700 hPa). It is obvious that the region where TCS was formed coincides with the maxima of
specific humidity. TCS moved northwest through an area of increased specific humidity
values at the 700 hPa layer. High values of specific humidity can also be detected eastwards
of the cyclone due to the preexisting cyclone Gulab. This region is the source that supplies
TCS with the necessary humidity through the prevailing S-SW wind circulation.
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The Potential Vorticity at 850 hPa along with the mean sea level pressure contour lines
was calculated. Figure 8b shows a positive potential vorticity distribution which increases to
the core of the cyclone and exceeds 1.5 Potential Vorticity Units (1 PVU = 10−6 m2 s−1 K kg−1),
which is a typical threshold for cyclonic systems and the generated deep potential vorticity
tower extended from the lower atmosphere to the tropopause [45]. The increasing values
to the center of the cyclone do not satisfy Rayleigh’s necessary condition for barotropic
instability, which requires that the gradient of the basic state vorticity exhibit both signs
within the cyclone region. More specifically, the phenomena occurring in the mid and lower
troposphere lead to potential and relative vorticity fields with maxima near the eyewall
rather than the cyclone’s center [46]. To clearly discern the annular tower of high potential
vorticity in the eyewall, characterized by low potential vorticity in the inner-core region, a
reduction in grid spacing to approximately 1 km or less is necessary [47].
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On 30 September 2021, Shaheen’s formation date, the wind shear is moderate, and the
rainfall areas are extended to a larger area around the cyclone (Figure 9a). Typically, the
size of a TC is influenced by the distribution of its rainbands and the VWS [48]. As a TC
strengthens and follows its path, its size tends to decrease due to reduced VWS, leading to
the concentration of rainbands around the eye.
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From 30 September 2021 to 2 October 2021, there is a gradual increase of the horizontal
wind speed as the isobaric contour lines become denser. There is not a decrease in VWS,
thus the intensification of the cyclone can be possibly linked to SST gradients. As can be
seen from the total precipitation (Figure 9), the cyclonic system is organized with rainfall
areas located in its periphery at points where VWS has maximum negative values (Figure 9).
This pattern indicates a positive correlation between these two factors.

The cyclonic system reaches a maximum intensity on 2 October 2021 in terms of
total precipitation values and surface wind speed. The system showed a weakening
trend afterwards, but it lasted only a few hours. TCS was further strengthened after
3 October 2021 at 00:00 UTC as it approached the Gulf of Oman. This intensification could
be possibly attributed to the enhanced SST gradient and the distribution of VWS in the
Gulf of Oman. The maxima of the integrated vapor transport (IVT) are also located over
the areas with maximum negative VWS as well as the peak of precipitation (Figure 10).
This finding reveals the relationship between VWS, total precipitation, and the IVT and it is
in agreement with other studies e.g., [49].
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4. The Dynamical Characteristics of Shaheen

The SUAFS modeling system was used for the simulation of TCS. To check the accuracy
of the model, the parameters temperature at 2 m, wind speed at 10 m and sea level pressure
were compared to the observations from 10 meteorological stations in the vicinity of the
cyclone from 2 October 2021 to 4 October 2021. The locations of the selected meteorological
stations and the comparison between model and observations are given in Figure 11.

Temperature results exhibit satisfactory agreement across the majority of the chosen
stations. Notably, there are some inconsistencies, particularly between two adjacent me-
teorological stations (41,756 and 40,898) but the model in general reproduces the daily
fluctuations of the 2-m temperature (0.4 K and 2.3 K for the bias and the root mean square
error-RMSE scores respectively). Regarding the wind speed at 10 m, the model tends
to overestimate by 1.9 m·s−1. Additionally, there is a good agreement in the mean sea
level pressure showing 0.2 hPa and 2.9 hPa for the bias and RMSE scores, respectively. A
summary of these observations is presented in Table 2, incorporating calculations for bias
and RMSE. In this table, ERA5 shows comparable skill scores to SUAFS and it even slightly
outperforms SUAFS in 2-m temperature and 10-m wind speed bias and RMSE. Malakar
et al., 2020 also confirmed the superiority of ERA5 to provide a better representation of TCs
structure over the NIO among other five reanalysis data sets.

Table 2. Bias and root mean square error (model–observations) derived from 10 meteorological stations
for temperature (K), wind speed (m s−1) and sea level pressure (hPa) for the period 2–4 October 2021.

(Model—Observations) Temperature at 2 m
(226 Valid obs.)

Wind Speed at 10 m
(155 Valid obs.)

Sea Level Pressure
(202 Valid obs.)

SUAFS ERA5 SUAFS ERA5 SUAFS ERA5

Bias 0.4 0.2 1.9 1.4 0.2 2.5

RMSE 2.3 2.2 3.4 3.1 2.9 3.4
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Figure 11. (a) The locations and the WMO stations (showing the WMO ID number) used for the
comparison against SUAFS model outputs, (b) Time plots of the modeled and observed temperature
at 2 m, (c) Time plots of the modeled and observed wind speed at 10 m, (d) Time plots of the modeled
and observed mean sea level pressure.

Total precipitation is an important factor to be examined. To this end, the closest to
Shaheen landfall meteorological station (41256) recorded 24 h accumulated precipitation
as high as 94 mm while SUAFS estimated 124 mm. Thus, SUAFS outputs are in good
agreement with the surface observations and they can be used to investigate the dynamical
characteristics of TCS. It is noteworthy to state that the downscaling provided by the model
compared to ERA5 data is important to resolve additional features of the cyclonic system.
Figure 12 highlights the difference between the SUAFS and the ERA5 wind speed and
direction.

A large difference of ~15 m s−1 is noticeable around the eyewall between the two
datasets. According to what was previously discussed, SUAFS probably overestimates
the horizontal velocity in the whole region of study. Other studies have also pointed out
overestimations of WRF based models [50] but simultaneously, there are studies that have
proved that ERA5 underestimates the wind speed and intensity of TCs [51], mainly due
to their coarse resolution. Consequently, different values in horizontal wind velocity are
expected between the SUAFS simulation and ERA5 because of their different resolutions.
Overestimation of the simulated horizontal wind speed from WRF can result from the
parameterization schemes used. The planetary boundary layer scheme used in SUAFS
is the Yonsei University (YSU) Scheme which is assumed from previous studies to have
the smallest overestimation of the wind speed compared to other schemes like the Mellor-
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Yamada-Janjic Scheme [51], which are typically used in operational simulations. A potential
overestimation of wind speed by SUAFS can result in an overestimation of both surface
latent and surface sensible heat fluxes over the sea surface. This is because these fluxes are
dependent on both wind speed and sea surface temperature as described by the COARE
3.0 bulk algorithm [52,53]. Figure 13 presents the surface latent, and surface sensible heat
fluxes simulated from SUAFS.
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Figure 13. Simulated (a) latent heat flux and (b) sensible heat flux from SUAFS in W m−2 on
03/10/2021 at 9:00 UTC. The vectors depict the wind direction at 10m.

The surface latent heat flux is proportional to evaporation and so increases in the
region where wind speed is increased [54]. The large values of SST in the Gulf of Oman also
enhance the evaporation of water. Accordingly, similar behavior is observed for sensible
heat flux (if the contribution of the land surface is neglected). In the eyewall of the cyclone,
their values are approximately 1100 and 280 W m−2, respectively.

In Figure 14, we calculate several pertinent parameters: vertical velocity, condensa-
tional heating rate, potential vorticity in a radius of 160 km around the eye of the cyclone,
and potential vorticity distribution at 850 hPa. The vertical velocity has a maximum value of
1.2 m s−1, which is the same as the maximum vertical velocity from Copernicus ERA5 data.
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Figure 14. (a) Vertical velocity, (b) vertical profile of condensational heating rate, (c) vertical profile of
potential vorticity on 03/10/2021 at 9:00 UTC, as simulated by SUAFS, (d) Potential Vorticity at 850 hPa
from the SUAFS, on 03/10/2021 09:00 UTC in Potential Vorticity Units (1 PVU = 10−6 m2 s−1·K kg−1).

The maximum values of vertical velocity are located in the eyewall at a radius of
25 km around the eye of the cyclone and are extended from the surface to the 150 hPa
pressure level. The obvious correlation with the condensational heating rate is explained
by Equation (2) [55] in which the condensational heating rate is proportional to the vertical
wind speed component.

dθ

dt
= −Lcw

dqs

dz
· θ

CpT
(2)

In Equation (2), θ = T
(

po
p

) R
Cp is the potential temperature in K, Cp = 1004 J K−1kg−1

is the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure, Lc = 2.5·106 is the latent heat of con-
densation at 0 ◦C in J kg−1, T is the temperature in K, w is the vertical velocity, qs is the
saturated mixing ratio in kg kg−1.

Figure 14a,b indicates that there is a symmetrical vertical motion and transfer of energy
in a radius of 25 km around the cyclone and they are both extended from the lower to the
upper troposphere. Nevertheless, they are stronger eastwards of the cyclone, especially
in the layer from the lower to the middle troposphere (850 to 400 hPa). Potential vorticity
(Figure 14c,d) has its greatest values in the lower troposphere around the center of the
cyclone and not precisely in the center. The transfer of potential vorticity from the eyewall
to the center of the cyclone triggers the dynamic warming of the eye and a subsequent
reduction in central pressure, which causes an increase in the pressure gradient force.
This in turn, gives feedback to the unbalanced boundary layer radial inflow, promoting
the development of a symmetric convective potential vorticity tower during the rapid
intensification process [56].
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As far as the movement of the cyclone is concerned, the SUAFS model simulated track
of Shaheen is shown in Figure 15 in comparison to the track extracted from Copernicus
ERA5 data.
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Figure 15. The track of cyclone Shaheen as extracted from Copernicus ERA5 data (red) and the
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The SUAFS simulated track is in good agreement with the relevant track extracted
from ERA5. It shifts northerly, with their best alignment on 2 October 2021 00:00 UTC
and 03:00 UTC up to 3 October 2021 00:00 UTC. The simulated landfall of the TCS is also
north from the landfall obtained by ERA5 and the simulated velocity of the cyclone after
2 October 2021 21:00 UTC is greater than the velocity from ERA5. This is the reason for
the increased predicted cyclone intrusion into the land area. The velocity of the cyclone
before 2 October 2021 21:00 UTC is on average 0.5◦ per 3 h but is less for ERA5 afterwards.
Moreover, the simulated landfall from SUAFS was on 3 October 2021 at 12:00 UTC and
from ERA5 was at 15:00 UTC.

5. Impacts on the Oman Coastal Zone

Field observations of the effects of the cyclone were carried out in November 2021, in
the drainage basin of wadi Hawasnah and wadi Bani flood plain (Figure 16), including
Al Khaburah and Saham coastal areas. This corresponds to a drainage basin of 1130 Km2

with a 210 km perimeter and higher altitude of 1375 m, and basin length of 46.8 km, (the
longest dimension of a basin parallel to its principal drainage channel). This drainage basin
consists mostly of the following geological formations.

1. Hawasina group, consisting of radiolarites, chert and shale, limestone, and quartz
sandstones,

2. basic volcanic rocks, at the upper catchment western part bedrock, primarily com-
prised of the mantle sequence of the Semail nappe, where the ophiolite consists mainly
of tectonized harzburgite (peridotite) and,

3. tertiary sedimentary formations forming the upstream of Wadi’s.

The alluvial deposits form the gravel plain. The alluvial deposits are exposed along
the Wadi course in the catchment [57,58]. All of these different geological formations
were susceptible to erosion and transport, due to the particularly intense rainfall and their
long-term exposure to mechanical weathering in the hyper-arid climatic conditions of the
study area.

Precipitation in Oman’s arid to semi-arid environment is infrequent and exhibits
significant variability in terms of location, timing, volume, and duration [57]. When heavy
rainfall occurs, particularly in coastal regions, surface runoff in the wadis persists for a
period, ranging from a few hours to a few days. This relatively short duration is primarily
attributed to the steep terrain, coarse topsoil composition, and the extremely arid state of
the soil [58,59]. Based on the field observations, the direct effects are summarized below.
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• Intense erosion in the upstream hydrographic basins of wadi Hawasnah and wadi Bani,
mainly in the loose alluvial deposits on the wadi valleys, with intense downcutting
erosion and incision of their beds (Figure 17).

• This had, as an immediate result, a great increase in the wadi’s bed load, in the
downstream areas, specifically on the coastal alluvial fans and gravel plains, creating
extensive flooding, causing destruction of infrastructure such as roads, bridges, and
homes (Figure 17).
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

The main objective of this work was to examine the synoptic and dynamical conditions
of the TCS and its ramifications on the Omani coastal zone. To this end, the Copernicus
ERA5 data, EUMETSAT satellite imagery, and the advanced modelling system SUAFS were
complementarily used.

In general, high-impact weather systems in the equatorial region are generated in
the form of tropical wave disturbances, which are transformed to tropical depressions
and subsequently, to tropical storms. Under favorable conditions, tropical storms can be
upgraded to TCs [60]. This transformation is mainly triggered by sea surface tempera-
tures exceeding 27 ◦C, low vertical wind shear, enhanced moisture content in the middle
troposphere, increased sensible and latent heat fluxes from the sea surface to the marine
boundary layer [61,62], and favorable potential vorticity [14]. In the area within a latitude
range between 5◦ and 30◦ in both hemispheres, which is the typical range where TCs
are formed, there are five main tropical cyclone formation basins. The North Atlantic
Ocean, the Northwest and Northeast Pacific Ocean, the NIO, and the Southern Hemisphere
(including South Pacific and South Indian Ocean) [63].

In the region of the NIO, the Arabian Sea, the Gulf of Oman, and the adjacent countries
experience the influence of TCs relatively infrequently. Typically, cyclones originating in
the Arabian Sea tend to follow westward paths or recurve northward to impact Pakistan
or India [64]. Their penetration into the Gulf of Oman is a rare phenomenon. Given the
relatively small geographic expanse of the Arabian Sea, these cyclones tend to have shorter
lifetimes and are generally less intense compared to cyclones in other areas. The duration
and TC’s track lengths are approximately 58 h and around 802 km respectively [65]. TCs
are also related to increased frequency and intensity of dust storms. A study of ninety-
five cyclonic storms between 2001 and 2010 shows that they have a major effect on dust
entrainment and transport [66]. Tropical cyclones passing close to dust source areas in
the north and northwestern Arabian Sea raise dust and transport them mainly westwards
towards the western Arabian Sea and Arabian Peninsula. Tropical cyclones located in the
SE Arabian Sea and in the Bay of Bengal alter the transport pathway of dust plumes and
advect them towards the Indian Peninsula.

TCS manifested as a high impact weather event, causing significant floods, fatalities,
and disasters upon landfall in the Omani region. Its anomalous westward trajectory was
marked by notably higher SST, approximately 2 K higher than the surrounding Arabian
Sea area, along with an augmented specific humidity at 700 hPa. The Gulf of Oman had
the highest SST values (>304 K), and the observed positive SST gradients significantly
fueled the cyclone’s rapid intensification, notably affecting recorded rainfall rates. The
areas experiencing intense rainfall exhibited a clear correlation with maximum negative
values of VWS (~−15 m s−1), persisting throughout the extreme event.

TCS took its initial form as an upper warm core cyclone on 30 September 2021, orig-
inating from the remnants of Cyclone Gulab in the northern Arabian Sea. By 1 October
2021, it had developed its profound warm core characteristics, extending vertically up to
the tropopause. During its developmental phase, the system experienced moderate VWS
(in 200–850 hPa the minimum value exceeded −16 m s−1) in its periphery. Crucial factors
contributing to its formation included elevated SST (>302 K) and humidity advection in the
lower troposphere.

Comparative analyses of the extracted tracks from ERA5 and SUAFS revealed rela-
tively close alignments, although the model-simulated track exhibited a slight northerly
shift. Notably, the system’s velocity, especially after 21:00 UTC on 2 October 2021, appeared
relatively reinforced in the model, leading to an overestimation of the cyclone’s intrusion
into Oman’s land area between 3 October 2021 18:00 UTC, and 3 October 2021, 21:00 UTC.

Regarding the wind field encircling the cyclone, disparities were observed between
the simulated horizontal velocity at 10 m, from the model and the velocities (a) observed
from meteorological stations and (b) derived from the ERA5 data. These differences
might be attributed to the parameterization schemes in the model or resolution differences
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(for ERA5). The model slightly overestimates the horizontal velocity (bias = 1.9 m s−1,
RMSE = 3.4 m s−1). In terms of potential vorticity, values exceeded 1.5 PVU at 850 hPa
within the cyclone’s vicinity, but the resolution of ERA5 data was insufficient to discern its
annular structure, especially the maximum values surrounding the eye of the cyclone.

The SUAFS provides a more detailed depiction of the potential vorticity structure
both horizontally (at 850 hPa) and vertically (from 1000 to 150 hPa). However, the values
derived from SUAFS are tenfold higher compared to those obtained from ERA5. The
highest potential vorticity values (>22 PVU) are symmetrically positioned a few kilometers
surrounding the eye of the cyclone, extending vertically to the 150 hPa pressure level
beneath the jet stream.

The simulated peak for the condensational heating rate reached 26 K h−1 within a
25 km radius around the eye of the cyclone, displaying a distinct correlation with the
vertical velocity. This rate serves as an indicator of energy transport in the vertical direction
and exhibits greater intensity eastward of the cyclone, spanning from the surface to the
400 hPa isobaric layer. Thus, the main outcomes of this study can be summarized as follows.

1. Shaheen in its formation was an upper warm-core tropical cyclone and gradually
transformed to a typically deep warm-core tropical system.

2. Total precipitation maxima were found in the regions with minimum 200–850 hPa
VWS and IVT maxima.

3. Total precipitation was increased in areas along SST gradients.
4. A great increase in the wadi’s bed load was observed in the downstream areas, specifi-

cally on the coastal alluvial fans and gravel plains.

To conclude, this research work could be the basis for further cyclone investigations
in the area and the deployment of an attribution study that will aim at disentangling the
effect of climate change on the formation and structure of the tropical cyclones.
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